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We present a molecular dynamics~MD! study of a Brownian particle in a two-dimensional periodic poten-
tial. For a separable potential, the study of the diffusion constant along the symmetry directions reduces to two
one-dimensional problems. In this case, our MD study agrees with the existing analytical results on the
temperature and the friction (h) dependence of the diffusion constant (D). For a nonseparable and anisotropic
potential such as the adsorption potential on a bcc~110! surface, the present study predicts an alternative
D;1/h0.5 dependence in the low friction regime as opposed to theD;1/h dependence found in previous
studies of one-dimensional or separable potentials. We find that the dependence ofD on h in the low friction
regime is directly related to the occurrence of long jumps. The probability for the long jumps depends not only
sensitively on the value of the friction but also on the geometry of the surface. On the bcc~110! surface, the
path connecting adjoining adsorption sites does not coincide with the direction of easy crossing at the saddle
point. Consequently, the probability of deactivation is enhanced, leading to the reduction of long jumps and the
different dependence ofD on h. @S0163-1829~96!09035-2#

A variety of phenomena in physics and other fields can be
modeled as Brownian motion in an external potential.1,2 One
particular example is the diffusion of adsorbed atoms~ada-
toms! on solid surfaces.3 In this case, the problem can be
described by a Langevin equation for the adatom, or, equiva-
lently, a Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution function
in the phase space. For the one-dimensional~1D! system,
analytical solutions have been achieved for the Langevin
equation or the equivalent Fokker-Planck equation.4–9 How-
ever, an analytical solution of the 2D Langevin equation,
particularly in the low friction regime, poses a considerable
challenge. It has only been accomplished in the special case
of separable potentials containing no cross terms depending
on both Cartesian components of the adatom displacement
vector.8 In this paper, we present a molecular dynamics
~MD! solution of the Langevin equation describing the
Brownian motion of an adatom in an arbitrary 2D adsorption
potential. This method is particularly well suited for the low
friction regime, thus making it complementary to the matrix
continued-fraction-expansion approach5,6,8which works well
in the high to intermediate friction regime. We will show
below that in the low friction regime, the variation of the
diffusion rate with the friction parameterh depends crucially
on the details of the adsorption potential, and the result de-
rived for 1D or the special 2D separable potentials is not
applicable to the case of arbitrary non-separable 2D poten-
tials.

We first consider the qualitative features of the Brownian
motion of the adatom. At high temperatures, the effect of the
periodic adsorption potential is negligible and the motion
reduces to the case of free Brownian particle in a viscous

fluid. As the temperature is lowered, there is a crossover to
the thermal activated behavior. In this low temperature re-
gime, diffusion proceeds by uncorrelated jumps over the bar-
rier from one adsorption potential well to another, and the
temperature dependence of the diffusion constant obeys the
well known Arrhenius form, with the diffusion barrier deter-
mined by the difference in the value of the adsorption poten-
tial between the saddle point~2D! or the barrier~1D! and the
well. The prefactor in front of the exponential, however, con-
tains the real dynamical information. In general, it depends
on the value of the friction which characterizes the strength
of the coupling to the substrate excitations. In the high fric-
tion regime,D decreases with frictionh asD;h21. This
behavior follows from the fact that the probability for the
particle to recross a barrier increases with increasing value of
the friction. For intermediate values of friction, the transition
state theory~TST! is approximately valid and the prefactor is
then determined entirely by equilibrium quantities and does
not depend on the friction. In the low friction regime, the
activation rate of escaping from the well decreases with de-
creasing value of the friction.4 However, the deactivation
rate also decreases withh, which implies a larger probability
of long jumps. In fact, it has been shown that for a 1D or a
2D separable potential system, the activation rate goes as
;h, while the mean square jumping displacement behaves
as;1/h2 in the limit h→0. This then leads to the depen-
dence of the diffusion constant on the friction in the form
D;1/h.5,8 The occurrence of these long jumps in the low
temperature regime has been observed in previous MD simu-
lations as well as in a number of experiments designed to
measure surface diffusion.10,11We expect now that for a gen-
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eral 2D potential, most of these qualitative considerations
would still hold true with one noticeable exception. While
the activation rate and the recrossing rate depends only on
the local properties near the minimum and the barrier, the
deactivation rate and hence the probability of the long jumps
should depend sensitively on the global geometry of the sur-
face. This could be seen from the following considerations.
The adatom crosses the saddle point along the direction of
the steepest descent. For a general 2D adsorption potential,
this does not coincide with the direction joining two adjacent
minima of the adsorption potential. The adatom would then
have to bounce around in the next adsorption well before
acquiring the right direction for the next crossing. This re-
quired change of direction obviously enhances the deactiva-
tion rate and lowers the probability of long jumps relative to
the 1D or 2D separable potential. Similar effects originating
from the nonseparability of the normal and in-plane motion
have been noted by several authors.12,13 The effect also
should be strongly dependent on the geometry of the surface.
Thus, the primary focus of the present MD study concerns
the diffusion anisotropy and the dependence of the long
jumps on the friction in a nonseparable 2D potential. In what
follows, we first describe the formulation of our MD simu-
lation. Then we compare numerical results for a 2D system
of separable adsorption potential with known analytic results
as a check of the accuracy of our numerical procedures. The
main body of our results are obtained for a 2D nonseparable
potential having the symmetry of a bcc~110! surface. For this
system, we present numerical results of diffusion constants
along two principal axes for various temperatures and a
range of friction values. To illustrate the sensitive depen-
dence of long jumps on the surface geometry, we present
data for probability vs jump displacements, activation rate vs
friction, and mean square jump displacements vs friction.

Consider an adatom diffusing in a 2D periodic potential
U(x,y). The adatom’s coupling to the substrate excitations is
characterized by a constant frictionh. We assume that the
time scale for the substrate excitations is much shorter than
that for the adatom so that memory effects can be neglected.
We describe the motion of the adatom in terms of the Lange-
vin equation,

mẍ~ t !52]xU~x,y!2h ẋ1jx~ t !, ~1!

mÿ~ t !52]yU~x,y!2h ẏ1jy~ t !, ~2!

wherem is the particle’s mass andx and y, the displace-
ments. The Gaussian white noises,jx and jy , have zero
mean and the following correlations:

^jx~y!~ t !jx~y!~ t8!&5kBThd~ t2t8!, ^jx~ t !jy~ t8!&50,
~3!

with kB the Boltzmann constant andT the temperature. The
diffusion constants along thex andy axes are related to the
mean square displacements as

Dx5
^x2~ t !&
2t U

t→`

, Dy5
^y2~ t !&
2t U

t→`

. ~4!

Equivalently, they can be expressed in terms of the Laplace
transform of the velocity-velocity correlation function,

Dx5E
0

t

dt^vx~ t !vy~0!&t→` ,

Dy5E
0

t

dt^vy~ t !vy~0!&t→` . ~5!

In the above equations, the thermal statistical average^ &
means average over the initial conditions and over the sto-
chastic paths obtained by numerically integrating the Lange-
vin equations~1! and ~2!.

Considering that the deterministic forces]xU and ]yU
remain approximately constant in a short time interval
(t,t1dt), the Langevin equations~1! and ~2! can be inte-
grated with the random forces treated exactly. Then the al-
gorithm can be written as14

x~ t1dt!5x~ t !1c1dtvx~ t !1c2dt
2ax~ t !1dxG, ~6!

y~ t1dt!5y~ t !1c1dtvy~ t !1c2dt
2ay~ t !1dyG, ~7!

vx~ t1dt!5c0vx~ t !1c1dtax~ t !1dvx
G , ~8!

vy~ t1dt!5c0vy~ t !1c1dtay~ t !1dvy
G , ~9!

where

c05e2hdt, c15~12c0!/hdt, c25~12c1!/hdt.
~10!

dxG,dyG anddvx
G ,dvy

G are, respectively, the displacements
and velocity components caused by the random forces
jx ,jy . dxG anddvx

G are Gaussian and correlated, with vari-
ance matrix elements,

^dxGdxG&5dt2
kBT

m
@22~324c01c0

2!/hdt#/hdt,

~11!

^dvx
Gdvx

G&5
kBT

m
~12c0

2!, ~12!

^dxGdvx
G&5dt

kBT

m
~12c0!

2/hdt. ~13!

An identical form of variance matrix holds for the correlated
Gassian variablesdyG anddvy

G .
We first verify the accuracy of our MD simulation ap-

proach by performing calculations for the separable potential

U~x,y!5V0F22cosS 2px

a D2cosS 2py

a D G , ~14!

wherea is the lattice constant. The diffusion barrier for this
potentialD equals 2V0 and the bare frequencies of the two
frustrated translational modesvx andvy both are equal to
v0[2p/aAV0 /m. In this case, the motion along thex di-
rection is separable from they direction as is visible from
curvature lines ofU(x,y) illustrated in Fig. 1. Our MD simu-
lation for this potential recovers the results of previous stud-
ies using the matrix continued fraction expansion method.5,8

At low temperatures, diffusion proceeds by thermally acti-
vated jumps across the saddle points. The temperature de-
pendence of the diffusion constant conforms to the Arrhenius
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exponential form~Fig. 2!. As discussed earlier, the depen-
dence of the prefactor on the frictionh divides into three
regimes. At high friction values such thath/v0@1, we have
D;1/h. At low friction value such thath/v0!1, we also
have the dependenceD;1/h. In the intermediate regime
around the value ofh/v0;1, the prefactor varies more
slowly as a function of friction compared with the other two
regimes.The value of the diffusion constant in this regime is
centered at the TST resultD5(v0/2p)a2e2D/kBT. This is
the regime where neither significant recrossing nor long
jumps occur and where the error of TST is minimized.

We next consider a nonseparable potential of the symme-
try that is appropriate for adsorption on a bcc~110! surface,

U~x,y!5V0F11sinS 2px

a D sinS 2py

A2aD G , ~15!

wherea is lattice constant. Thex axis is along the~001!
direction whiley axis is along the~11̄0! direction. This po-
tential is illustrated in Fig. 3. The saddle points are located at
(xS5ma/2,yS5na/A2) with arbitrary integersm,n. The po-
tential wells are located at @xW5(m11/2)a/2,yW
5(n21/2)a/A2# and @xW5(m21/2)a/2,yW5(n
11/2)a/A2# while the maxima occur at @xM5(m
11/2)a/2,yM5(n11/2)a/A2# and @xM5(m21/2)a/2,yM
5(n21/2)a/A2#. The diffusion barrierD for this potential
is equal toV0 and the bare frequencies of two frustrated
translational modes have the frequenciesvx5v0 and
vy5v0/2, respectively. As is visible in Fig. 3, the principal
axes of the curvature matrix of the potential at a saddle point
are not aligned along the well-saddle point-well line or the
maximum-saddle point-maximum line. For this nonseparable
potential, our MD results for diffusion constantsDx andDy
vs temperatureT and frictionh are plotted in Fig. 4.

First, we examine the temperature dependence of the dif-
fusion constant. At very high temperaturess.t. kBT@D, the
effect of the periodic adsorption potential is negligible. The
diffusion constant is isotropic and takes on the familiar form
Dx.Dy.kBT/h which is characteristic of the motion of a
free Brownian particle. At low temperaturess.t. kBT!D, the
particle resides in a potential well for most of the time and
diffusion is dominated by thermal activated crossing over the
saddle points from one well to another. In this case, the ratio
between the mean square displacements along thex and y
axis is determined by the symmetry and equals 1/2. Conse-
quently, at low temperatures the ratio of the the diffusion
constants along thex and y directions reach asymptotically
the geometrical ratio 1/2.

Next we consider the dependence of the diffusion con-
stantD ~which stands forDx or Dy) on the frictionh in the
low temperature regime. Again, the dependence can be clas-
sified into three regimes in a manner similar to the case for
the separable potential. The high frictionD;1/h and the
approximate TST behavior in the intermediate friction re-
gime are parallel to those for the separable potential and have
the same physical origins. In the low friction regime where
h/v0!1, we find a new behavior. Instead of theD;1/h
dependence, our MD data in this regime indicates a friction

FIG. 1. A separable periodic potentialU(x,y). The potential is
scaled by the diffusion barrier.

FIG. 2. Diffusion constantD/v0a
2 vs friction h/v0 for inverse

temperaturebD50.1 ~top!, 0.3 ~second!, 4 ~third!, 5 ~fourth!, and
6 ~bottom!.

FIG. 3. A nonseparable periodic potentialU(x,y) of bcc~110!
surface symmetry~scaled by the diffusion barrier!.
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dependence of the formD;1/h0.5. That is, the value of the
diffusion constant increases more slowly as a function of
decreasing value of the friction relative to that for the sepa-
rable potential. This behavior stems from the nonalignment
of the principal axes with the easiest diffusion path through
saddle points. After crossing the saddle point along the path
of the steepest descent, the adatom has to change direction in
the new well region before finding its way to cross the next
saddle point as illustrated, for example, in Fig. 5. This re-
quired change of direction between sequential crossings over
saddle point enhances the probability of deactivation and
equilibration of the adatom. Consequently, the probability of
occurrence of long jumps is reduced relative to the situation
of 1D or separable potential where no change of direction
between sequential crossings of saddle point in a long jump
is necessary. This ultimately leads to the weaker dependence

D;1/h0.5 of the diffusion constant on the friction as ob-
served in our MD simulations.

To demonstrate explicitly the picture presented in the last
section. We examine in this section the probability of the
occurrence of long jumps in the low friction regime. This is
done via two separate approaches. The first is by direct ex-
amination of the trajectories generated in our stochastic dy-
namics simulations. To count the number of jump events
from numerical trajectories, we need a criterion to identify
the start and the end of a jump. Naturally, at low tempera-
tures, a jump starts when the particle acquires an energy
greater than the diffusion barrierD, and the end of the jump
should be when the adatom loses its memory of the previous
motion. The actual moment of the loss of memory is numeri-
cally hard to pinpoint exactly. We have identified it as the
point when the energy of the adatom drops to a value of
3kBT below the saddle point. The exact choice of this cutoff
energy below which we identify the adatom to have suffered
memory loss is somewhat arbitrary. In fact, the choice of
2kBT as a cutoff in this case yields identical results for de-
termining the jump events. We have also tried counting jump
events with a velocity criterion. In this case, a jump event
ends when the velocity component along^11̄1& or ^1̄11&
reverses its sign. This is less plausible as a link to the loss of
memory compared with the energy criterion. The energy and
the velocity criteria actually yield different values for the
activation/deactivation rate and the mean square displace-
ments of the jump events. However, when the diffusion con-
stant is calculated as a product of the activation rate and the
mean square displacements, the two criteria yield the same
result.

Experimentally, long jumps have been observed either di-
rectly or deduced by comparison with a random walk theory
involving jumps of different lengths. In the first category is
the STM measurement by Ganzet al.10 The long jump in this
experiment is defined based on the residence time in a well,
namely, a jump is considered to have ended when the adatom
stays in a well longer than some typical timet comparable to
the observation time amd much longer than a vibrational
period 1/v0. This definition of long jump does not necessar-
ily coincide with that based on the loss of memory, although
they are qualitatively similar. The second category of experi-
ment compares physical observable quantity with the corre-
sponding theoretical expression in a random walk model in
which the adatom performs uncorrelated jumps of various
lengths.11,15 For example, the quasielastic peak width in the
dynamic structure factor is given in the random walk model
by the expression16

G~K !52g(
m,n

P~rm,n!@12cos~K–rm,n!#. ~16!

Here,g is the total jump rate. Thus,P(rm,n) can be obtained
by a back Fourier transform of the observedG(K ). Numeri-
cally, this provides yet another way of finding both the jump
rate and the relative occurrence of jumps of different lengths.
The procedure is first to evaluate the dynamical structure
factor numerically and then subtract off a slowly varying
background near the quasielastic peak. This background
comes from vibrational contributions and is not included in
the expressionG(K ) discussed above. One can then evaluate

FIG. 4. Diffusion constants along principal axes,Dx /v0a
2

along ~001! ~dashed! andDy /v0a
2 along ~11̄0! ~solid! vs friction

h/v0 for temperaturesD/kBT51.3 ~top pair!, 2.55 ~second!, 3.75
~third!, 4.95 ~fourth!, and 6.15~bottom!.

FIG. 5. A typical jump trajectory. D/kBT56.15 and
h/v050.01875.
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G(K ) as a function ofK and back Fourier transform to ob-
tain P(rm,n). This provides an alternative way of studying
the long jumps without the somewhat uncertain criterion of
determining the end of a jump event. For the separable po-
tential in Eq. ~14!, we have computed the probability
(nP(rm,n) vsm obtained by means of dynamic structure and
by means of direct counting using the energy criterion. The
results are plotted in Fig. 6. It is seen that the jump prob-
abilities P(rm,n) @rm,n5(ma,na,0)# obtained by the two
methods agree well with each other. For the nonseparable
potential in Eq.~15!, a jump of

rm,n5mS a2 ,2 a

2
,
a

2D1nS 2
a

2
,
a

2
,
a

2D
goes overm saddle points alonĝ11̄1& axis andn along
^1̄11& axis. Plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 are the probability
(nP(rm,n) vsm extracted from the dynamic structure factor
and the corresponding value obtained from the direct count-

ing data. Again, results from the two approaches agree well
with each other. Moreover, in both the separable and the
nonseparable cases,(nP(rm,n)5(nP(rn,m) as required by
the surface symmetry. Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 6, for the
same frictionh50.15v0, we conclude that the probabilities
of long jumps for the nonseparable potential are significantly
less than those for the separable potential.

Now, we focus on the dependence of the long jumps on
the value of friction. In Fig. 9, we plot the activation ratevs
friction and, in Fig. 10, the mean square jumping displace-
ments vs friction. These results are obtained for the non-
separable potential in Eq.~15! using the energy criterion for
determining the end of a jump event. The activation rate~in
some arbitrary units! can be evaluated by counting the total
number of jumps of all lengths in an unit time interval. The
temperature is chosen such thatD/kBT56.15. We find that
the activation rate here has the same dependence on the fric-
tion as in the situation for the separable potential. The results
in Fig. 9 show that the activation rate is proportional to the
value of friction in the limith→0. As the jump occurs over
through saddle points at low temperatures, the mean square
displacement alonĝ11̄0& axis is twice of that alonĝ001&

FIG. 6. Jump probability for the separable potential. The param-
eters areD/kBT53.9 andh50.15v0. The diamonds are for data
extracted from the dynamic structure factor and the crosses for that
from direct counting of the molecular dynamics trajectory.

FIG. 7. Probability of jump as a function of distance projected
along thê 1̄11& direction for the nonseparable potential. Results are
from direct jump counting based on the energy criterion~line with
diamonds! vs that from the dynamic structure factor~crosses!.
D/kBT56.15. Frictionh50.01875v0.

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 excepth50.15v0

FIG. 9. Activation rate~arbitrary unit! vs friction h/v0 as ob-
tained through MD simulation~solid curve!. The dashed line is the
linear behavior for comparison.
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axis as determined by the surface geometry. However, their
dependence on the value of friction differ significantly from
the separable potential case. Both mean square displace-
ments are proportional to 1/h11a (a.0.5) in the limit fric-
tion h→0. This is in direct contrast to the 1D or separable
potential case where the mean square displacement assumes
;1/h2 form.The dependence of the activation rate and the
together leads to the result for the diffusion constant

D;1/h0.5 as discussed earlier. Thus we have confirmed ex-
plicitly our earlier assertions that the probability of the long
jumps for the nonseparable 2D potential is different from the
separable case because of the geometrical deactivation fac-
tor. The result that the mean square displacement should in-
crease slower than the 1/h2 in the limit h→0 should be quite
general for all nonseparable potentials. However, we expect
the degree of the enhanced deactivation behavior to be sen-
sitive to the shape of the potential, and hence the value of the
exponent 0.5 in the behaviourD;1/h0.5 should not be uni-
versal.

In summary, we have presented a MD study of diffusion
of a Brownian particle in two-dimensional periodic poten-
tials. For a separable potential, our study recovers the results
obtained through analytical approaches. For a nonseparable
potential, our MD study yields new predictions on the fric-
tion dependence of diffusion constant in the low friction re-
gime while it agrees with the existing literature in the inter-
mediate to high friction regimes. Our MD study also predicts
that the probability for long jumps depends sensitively on the
surface geometry as well as on the value of the friction. We
can make a general conclusion that compared with the results
for a separable potential, the nonseparable adsorption poten-
tial leads to a reduction in the probability for long jumps and
a weaker dependence of diffusion constant on the value of
the friction in the low friction regime.
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